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Software version : 1.6.0.0 
Precedent Software version : 1.4.22.0 

Bug Fixes – version 1.6.0.0  
 
- PALETTES:  
 Select devices partly AT xxx Palette ## was not working correctly. 
 
- FILES:  
 Import from Safari: Chaser IN times were always set to 0. 
 Ascii and Safari import did not create instruments after introduction of Universe names. 
 Opening library and reading play files could completely stop if corrupted files were 
involved. 
 
- CHANNELS GRID (Field Editor):   
 Right click popup menu in channel grid did not always work. 
 
- NETWORK:  
 An unlicenced passive backup did not produce output when converted to Master. 
 
- NETWORK:  
 Automatic startup of Backup did not work. 
 
- NETWORK:  
 Converting a Passive Backup to Master could make the system unstable. 
 
- NETWORK:  
 A Master could not auto-start if there was a client still running in a dead session. 
 
- DYNAMICS:  
 RPM in Dynamic Template Part was never used for creating dynamic. 
 RPM of dynamic was always set to 15. 
 
- BEHAVIOUR:  
 It was sometimes not possible to enter position values for a 16 bit template parameter. The Default Position 
also displayed wrong when 16 bit. 
 
- TEMPLATES:  
 Library window did not close after load, it just minimized. 
 
- ACTIONS:  
 Action Lists involving a delay could misbehave if restarted while delay was executing. 
 
- EVENTS:  
 DMX In as trigger was never blocked by mask. 
 
- ALL/ONE mode :  
 [ALL][F/C/B/P] did not work in ONE mode. 
 
- INSTRUMENT SETUP  
 Patching a range of instruments could make the Instrument Setup window loose focus so  it had to be 
activated by mouse again. 
 Patching a range of instruments could produce an anoying but harmless error popup. 
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Improvements– version 1.6.0.0  

- Executing chaser wizard with LARGE number of steps was very slow. 
- New background color in Wheel Content display in Subfaders window for better    readability. 
- Numerical Id on direct select buttons is displayed in separate color. 
- New/Clear play window will remember last settings. 
The mouse could sometimes get lost when using left-click mouse "wheel". 
- ALL/ONE mode: [Frame] is looking at All/One. 

New Features – version 1.6.0.0  
General 
 
- Play Library Window will close automatically after loading a play. 
- New Play : When clearing to a new empty play, all fields can also be cleared. 
 (Checkbox in Clear Play dialog.) 
 

 
 
- Most objects containing an image (color or graphic, like a gelstring gel) 
can be dropped on any other "image prepared object" for copying the image. 
E.g : from Hathor Menu / Tools / Images to any Palette 
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Browsing in EDITOR windows:  
1. Text fields can be set on multiple objects simultaniously by selecting several 

objects before editing text. 
 

2. Various column headers can be clicked for sorting in browsers. 
  - Presets, Groups etc., By Name, Id, Creation time 
  - Pallettes, Looks etc., By Name or Id. 
  - Library: Name, Date etc. 
  - Instuments 
  - ..... 
 

3. Sort by Name or ID in popup pickers. 
4. The navigation "path" on top if browsers in browser windows is changed to 

Vista/Win7 explorer style. A button for each level, with dropdown for picking. Try to 
move mouse over buttons while dropped down... 

 
Direct Access window : A docked Direct Access window will remember it's current layout 
etc. 
Changed: Only Shift-MouseWheel will Zoom, instead of Shift-MouseWheel and Ctrl-
MouseWheel. 
New feature: Ctrl-MouseWheel will zoom font size in Direct Access Panels. (Fontsize is stored 
when docked).  

 
 

Device Template  
 
Labels in position can now have more than 9 letters. 
New Parameter Types in Templates, as Shutter In, Shutter angle. 

 

 

Channel Selection 
 
Device Control Browser:  
Device Control Browser selection mode (three status), can be changed by clicking on the button 
in upper left corner, (also direct acces to modes by right-click on button): 
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Slave Mode: Autoselecting channels selected elsewhere. 
 

 
 
Open Private Selection: New channels can be selected when focused. 
 

 
 
Locked : Selection will stay as it was when locked.Channels can be locked and having a 
separate channel selection.  
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In this way it can be used for monitoring and manipulating a fixed selection of devices.  
When locked it also has a separate One/All property. 
The locked selection can be manipulated when the browser is focused. 
The locked channel selection is active on console when the browser is focused. 
 
NOTE :              
Be aware that All/One mode is separate for different channel selections! 
Also be aware that Device Control Browser in locked mode does not apply it's selection to 
console. 
 
New features 
 

1. Device Control Browser in Dynamic mode has 6 buttons for selecting column content at 
Instrument/Device node level. 

 
2. In Dynamic mode has checkbox for manipulating only the visible dynamic parameter type, 

not all in selected palette group(s), when using mouse in dynamic parameter displays. 
 

3. Pan/Tilt can be manipulated simultaniously by "right button mouse move" in the Position 
display (indicated by "Pan/Tilt" in the display). 

 
 
 
Field Editor /Device Layout: Click on Lines and Boxes in Device Layouts will select/deselect 
channels surrounded or touched by the Line/Box. 
 
Field Editor: Ctrl-Click/Drag in channel grids for selecting channels "lasso" style. 
Pressing Alt on release will add channels to selection. 
 
Capture & Release  
[All][Capture] or [Capture][All] will select all captured channels. 
 
FAN mode: on FREEDOM, use the FAN key, [FAN],  to spread values over the selection, from 
first device to last, for every kind of attributes. It also works with all Dynamics parameters : 
Speed, Size, Offset and Wait, allowing to create amazing Dynamic effects. 
 
 

Sequence 
 
Record popups in Sequence playbacks will display correct automated Go_On_Go information for 
device links. 
 
Channel Grid new features : 
- Channel grid in Sequence browsers will display next/previous value as in A/B fields. 
- Channel grid in Sequence browsers will display red Go_On_Go square. 
- Channel grid in Sequence Browsers will display Frame and ColorMix information. 
- Channel grid in Sequence Playbacks fields and Sequence Browsers will display GREEN square 
if next position is Go_In_B. 
- Channel grid in Sequence Playbacks and Sequence Browsers will display an additional small 
red square if current position contain Go_On_Go, green if Go_In_B. 
The sequence list will always show the next step after performing Sequence Jump. If both A and 
B steps fit within the visible list, A stays in the normal place. 
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If B can not be visible when A is visible, B will be forced visible. 
 

Drag & drop a Submaster content to a Sequence step will offer new option : create MasterLink 
with Target, then it will copy the content at its current output level. Also reported in Subfaders. 
 
 

Instrument Setup 
 
- "Kind" column in Instrument Setup for defining instrument kind (like parcan etc.) 
- Universes can be given names. 
- Dimmers can be given names. 
- Quick patch with Goto Next: 

a. "Connect to DMX" will increment channel number, 
b. "Connect to Channel" will increment DMX number. 
c. "Connect" will increment both as before. 

 
 
- A Device Template will never have the same name as another template. 
If an imported or new created template has the same name as an existing template, the new 
template will get(#) as extension to name. 
 

Session / Actions / Events 
 
- Actions: "LTP Channel", "LTP Group" and "LTP Preset" can be triggered as: 
 "Scaled Unbalanced" or "Scaled Balanced"(Groups and Presets only). 
Scaled options has a % scale parameter. 
- Actions: "LTP Channel", "LTP Group" and "LTP Preset" can be triggered as %+/ %-. 
"+/-%" does work on LTP Channel. 
- An Action(List) triggered from the event system will now not execute if it's already running. 
 
LTP Fields can be calculated and included in Stage (Select this option in Preferences/Playback). 
 

-   
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This means that output from LTP can be affected by GrandMaster and Inhibit masters. 
- Ouput from LTP will also be recorded when recording Stage. 
- "Record Group" and "Record Preset" can also record Stage. 
Be aware that recorded channels can be masked by a Group. 
 
Events : "Use Dates" can be set in Events/Triggers. By default not set. 
-This will take away the disturbing and normally not used calendar columns, when not used. 
Session: Name of local station is displayed in "Session Status" window. 
Session: "Wait for valid IP on Autostart" can be set in startup window. 
This will prevent Prego from autostarting before the network is ready. 
 

Subfaders 
New handeling of Field Solo Mode: 
- More than one Field in Solo Mode will not affect each other, the one with the highest level sets 
the current Solo level. 
The current Solo level acts as an inhibit for all other subfader Fields, except for fields controlling 
Chaser Speed, or in Solo, Inhibit or Mix mode. 
- It's now allowed to set a field containing Chaser to Solo mode. 
- Assigning Chaser Speed to a field will also set the field in Normal mode. 
- A field in Solo mode with level above zero is marked with red in lower indicator in direct 
faderbank selector. 
 
Flash mode : Flash Mode for a single field can be turned on/off in local menu. 
 
Drag & drop a Submaster content to a Sequence step will offer new option : create MasterLink 
with Target, then it will copy the content at its current output level. 
 
Chasers:  
In Chaser Wizard, setting fadetime>0 will make a soft chase. 
 

Groups 
Remove channels option added in the menu when dragging a channel selection from the Field 
editor to a Group in the Direct Access Panel. 

Looks 
Remove channels option added in the menu when dragging a channel selection from the Field 
editor to a Look in the Direct Access Panel. 
 

Network & Communication 
 
- CITP protocol : CITP Visualizers can be used in Offline mode. 
- NETWORK: 
Licenses>=512 Channels will allow ONE unlicenced active Client when running as Master Ltd. 
Duo and Multi licenses will also accept a passive backup. 
Duo and Multi licenses can log in as passive backup, and will be unlimited master when 
converted. 
Panels: Instrument Intensity On/Off indicator will also work on clients. 
 
- MIDI:  
Midi Sysex messages will be transmitted to Events. 
Automatic redetect if MIDI devices might have been unstable, so it's now possible to turn off 
automatic reDetect in Local IO. Default is now OFF. 


